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WATCHTV, INC. 
855 Harbor Court 

Southlake, TX  76092 
Tel. 503-819-0500 

 
August 14, 2013 

 
Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary 
Federal Communications Commission 
445 12th Street, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20554 
 
  Re:  KOXO-CA, Vancouver, WA, Facility ID 71080 
  Attention: Video Division, Media Bureau 
 
Dear Ms. Dortch: 
 
 This is to respond to an informal oral inquiry from the Video Division regarding 
WatchTV, Inc.’s plans for future operation of Station KOXO-CA, which is licensed to operate 
on analog Channel 51 under File No. BLTTA-20080831ADA.  WatchTV, Inc. (“WatchTV”) 
also holds a construction permit to move KOXO-CA to digital Channel 41 under File No. 
BDISDTA-20120221ADP, and the station is currently operating on digital Channel 41 under 
BSTA-20130215ABU. 
 

WatchTV is aware of the Commission’s policy of encouraging full power and Class A 
TV stations licensed on Channel 51 to move to lower channels, to avoid interference to lower 
700 MHz band wireless licensees. Its application to move to Channel 41 was accepted for filing 
pursuant to that policy. By this letter, WatchTV informs the Commission that it will not resume 
operation on analog Channel 51 and will not seek to flash cut to digital operation on Channel 51. 

 
Whether the authorized Channel 41 facilities under the construction permit will be 

constructed or WatchTV will apply to modify the construction permit to specify the STA 
facilities is a decision that WatchTV does not want to make until the Commission has announced 
a decision regarding its proposal to impose limits on the valuation of stations that are contributed 
to the anticipated incentive broadcast spectrum auction based on area and/or population served.  
In either case, however, KOXO-CA will remain on Channel 41, unless displaced from that 
channel as a result of spectrum re-packing, in which case a new channel will be selected within 
whatever spectrum remains available at that time. 
       
      Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
      _______________________________ 
      Gregory J. Herman 
      President 


